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Filter Set for DJI Air 2S PolarPro Directors Set
The Directors Set is the perfect choice for pilots who want to gain total control over every shot. Including 2 VND filters and 3 ND/PL filters,
you'll  get  cinematic  shutter  speeds  with  or  without  polarization.  You  can  produce  stunning  images  in  almost  any  lighting  condition.
CinemaSeries™ glass  guarantees superior  optical  quality.  The filters  were designed specifically  for  the DJI  Air  2S.  Made of  lightweight
aluminum, the frame won't weigh down your drone or affect flight time. You will also find a practical, magnetic case in the set.
 
ND/PL filters - a successful combination of well-known and well-loved effects
Create spectacular shots even in difficult lighting conditions. ND/PL filters combine 2 popular effects - ND and polarization. They reduce
glare for clear images and vivid colors even in bright, glare-prone environments. ND8/PL offers 3 stops of light control and polarization
ideal  for  filming  during  the  golden  or  blue  hour.  The  ND16/PL  gives  4  stops  of  light  control  and  will  work  well  for  shooting  in  the
afternoon. The ND32/PL, on the other hand, gives 5 stops of light control and is perfect for shooting in very bright conditions.
 
VND filters - enjoy excellent image quality in almost any situation
VND  filters  are  an  indispensable  tool  for  demanding  filmmakers  and  photographers.  Thanks  to  them  you  will  gain  the  capabilities
necessary to create great shots even in very bright environments. Laser engraved indicators on the frames allow you to precisely adjust
the effects to your expectations. The VND 2-5 gives you 2-5 levels of light control and is perfect for most lighting conditions. The VND
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6-9, on the other hand, offers 6-9 levels of light control and is ideal for very bright environments.
 
Created specifically for your drone
The filter frames are made of feather-light aluminum, so they don't put undue strain on your DJI Air 2S and don't negatively impact flight
time.  They  have  also  been  optimized  for  gimbal  operation.  The  CinemaSeries™ glass,  on  the  other  hand,  is  distinguished  by  its  high
strength,  neutral  color  and  low refractive  index.  The  use  of  high-end  materials  ensures  that  you  can  enjoy  excellent  image quality  in
almost any situation.
 
Magnetic case - convenient and safe transport of your filters
The included magnetic case allows you to safely store and transport your filters. You no longer have to worry about accidental damage.
Simply store them in the case and take them with you when traveling or on an outdoor session. You can always have PolarPro filters on
hand and use them to create stunning aerial shots regardless of the lighting conditions!
 
In the box
Filter VND 2-5
Filter VND 6-9
Filter ND8/PL
Filter ND16/PL
Filter ND32/PL
Magnetic case
Brand
PolarPro
Filters
ND8/PL, ND16/PL, ND32/PL, VND 2-5, VND 6-9
Material
Aluminium + CinemaSeries glass
Suitable for
DJI Air 2S

Preço:

€ 137.00

Drones, Acessórios, Filters, DJI Mavic, Mavic Air 2
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